
BrickPi and nxcEditor

The nxcEditor can be used both on the Raspberry Pi directly, as well as on a Linux PC that will be 
used to communicate with the robot over a network.

Local use of the nxcEditors on the BrickPi:
In nxcEditor a simulator for a NXT robot is integrated. Therefore OpenGL is needed on the 
Raspberry Pi. OpenGl is supported in new images.
If someone wants to use an old image without OpenGL hardware support, OpenGL must be 
provided by a software. OpenGL software rendering can be enabled with the following command in
lxterminal :

sudo apt-get install libgl1-mesa-swx11  (not for current images)

Now the nxcEditor can be started directly on the BrickPi. In nxcEditor one chooses now "Robot-> 
Select robot" and then as a robot "BrickPi" and then "This computer".

Programming via a network connection:
For programming a BrickPi with the nxcEditor currently a LAN or a WLAN connection is required.
For a LAN a DHCP server and a plugged in Ethernet cable is sufficient. A guidance to setup a 
WLAN is quickly found. On both computers SSH must be installed and started. For the activation 
of SSH, look on the Internet.

If the network connection is working, an SSH connection (operating with a key pair) must be 
established between the Raspberry Pi and the Linux system. Then there is no need to manually enter
a password. The example has been tested with Ubuntu 12:04 (client) and Rasbian (host) (there are 
various instructions on the internet that you can use instead of the following).
If no key pair for the user of the client is available, one must be created. The user who wants to 
program the robot must be logged in. Type in a terminal the following command:

ssh-keygen -t rsa

If a particularly short key has to be generated (which is then not as secure as a long one, but is then 
transmitted faster):

ssh-keygen -t rsa -b 768

Thus in the home directory of the client the hidden directory ".ssh" has been created. In this 
directory then there are also the private and the public key. Both keys are needed for automatic sign 
on Raspberry Pi. In order for the application to work, the public key must be copied to the host 
(Rasperbery Pi), here the key is called "authorized_keys" and will be in the directory ".ssh”. The 
command with which everything can be achieved in one step is:

For user "pi":
ssh-copy-id -i .ssh/id_rsa.pub pi@192.168.x.x

For the user "root" :
ssh-copy-id -i .ssh/id_rsa.pub root@192.168.x.x 

This requires the correct IP address of the host (Raspberry Pi).



Now you still have to change the following lines of the file “/etc/ssh/sshd_config”on the host:

RSAAuthentication yes 
PubkeyAuthentication yes 
AuthorizedKeysFile %h/.ssh/authorized_keys 

Possibly remove "#" and change from “no” to “yes”.
The file can be changed for example with the editor leafpad:

ssh root@192.168.x.x -X leafpad

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Attention!
As soon as another network interface with the BrickPi is used or a different IP address, you must 
uniquely call

ssh pi@192.168.x.x

for the new network connection. Otherwise it's not possible to access the BrickPi from nxcEditor.
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Some programs need to be installed (see "Installation"). Additionally necessary for the Raspberry 
Pi:

apt-get install build-essential 

Now you must start the nxcEditor and select the robot BrickPi. In nxcEditor choose now "Robot-
>Select robot" and then as a robot "BrickPi" and then "Network". Here type all information about 
the network and run “Test Settings”.

Some functions that are possible over the network:
• before each transmission over the network it is always checked whether the link is available
• the current program can be compiled,  transferred and started with a single click in the editor
• each started program can be stopped by a mouse click
• the BrickPi can be turned off in "Robot -> Tools" 
• already-compiled programs  can be started and stopped from the file manager ( "Robot -> 

File Manager")
• all selected source files can be additionally compiled during a download inside the File 

Manager ( "Robot -> File Manager")

Features: 
Every compiled program gets the suffix ".BrickPi " (only programs with the same extension can 
also be stopped using the stop button). 


